ULIAS has been designed to run on UNIX based workstations (or "bigger"). ULIAS is supported for the following computer platforms: IBM RISC System/6000 running AIX, HP running HP /UX, SUN running Solaris, and SGI running IRIX. The user interface is based on X-Windows and OSF /Motif. The interactive 3-D graphics use the functions of PEX or GL. A Workstation with >100 MFLOPS and a main memory of > 128 MBytes is recommended. The general programming language is ANS! C. All ULIAS modules have read/write access to a unified ultrasonic database, the UDEF file (Ultrasonic Data Exchange Format), via functions of the Low Level Library (LLL). This ultrasonic database is the center of the ULIAS system. The UDEF file contains all parameters needed to build a realistic computer model of the underlying NDT situation. The UDEF file is a binary file containing several NDT structures, e.g. Block, Flaw(s), Channel(s), Frame(s), Material(s), Transducer(s). The structures Block and Flaw have a reference to a CAD file in IGES format containing the 2-D/3-D geometry of the test specimen and the flaw. The EFIT Modeling Module requires a voxel grid representation of the simulation domain with material information. In order to generate such a voxel grid from a CAD file in IGES format, a Voxel Grid Generator (VGG) has been developed by the KAEMaRT Group, Italy. The VGG is written in C++. Figure 1 illustrates the modules of the ULIAS package as a wheel. The center of this wheel is given by the UDEF file. The following modules can be selected via the Master Control Process (MC):
ULIAS MODULES
• ALOK Module (Amplituden Laufzeit Ortskurven) for data compression.
• CONVER Module (not shown in Figure 1 ) converts analytic signals to radio frequency signals and vice versa.
The EFIT Modeling Module and the MGTD Modeling Module are implemented for numerical modeling of the NDT situation in order to generate synthetic ultrasonic data:
• EFIT Modeling Module ( Elastadynamie Finite Integration Technique) is based on the direct discretization of the governing equations of linear elastodynamics in integral form and simulates the given NDT situation exactly, i.e., the numerical modeling of arbitrary NDT situations and arbitrary flaw geometries including mode conversion effects and surface wave phenomena (1] . The implemented EFIT algorithm can handle inhomogeneaus anisotropic media including viscosity (2] . Primary results are snapshots of the ultrasonic wave field for selected time frames and recorded A-scans, which are written to the input or output UDEF file. EFIT generatesalso 2-D/3-D rf-datafields, which can be used as a testbed for the ULIAS lmaging Modules.
• MGTD Modeling Module (Modified Geometrie Theory of Diffraction) uses the diffraction coefficient of canonical flaw geometries, volumetric or planar, and is restricted to those flaw geometries. Mode conversions are not computed. The advantage of such a code is the computational time, which is much less than for the EFIT Modeling Module.
ULIAS comprises also a collection of lmaging Modules, which can be applied to experimental or synthetic datafields stored in a UDEF file:
• CBA lmaging Module (Central Beam Approximation) generates B-scans in the beam direction of the applied transducer.
• HOLO lmaging MoJule (Broadband Holography) is animaging algorithm using the broadband acoustic holography. It uses the analytic representation of the rf-datafield; the reconstructions coincide with the results of the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT).
• FTET lmaging Module (Focused Transducer Emulation Technique) is essentially a SAFT algorithm; but here the A-scans are focused along the main beam direction of the transducer. This allows, via sound velocity normalization, the generation of a focused rf-datafield, which is then displayed within the 3-D geometry of the test specimen using the CBA Module and the VISLIB capabilities. The generated image represents a reconstruction of the flaw geometry.
• FT-SAFT (Fourier Transform-SAFT) is an algorithmic version of SAFT using only Fourier transforms (3] . This serves for a fast reconstruction scheme especially in 3-D. A 2-D/3-D algorithm is implemented, which supports a linear/plane measurement surface. Furthermore, signal analysis and signal processing techniques like filtering, correlation, convolution, and deconvolution are implemented. • ' 
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Al,._,_,. The SM Module (Seemap) is a fiaw characterization module and it works in connection with the comrnercial PC-Software IMAGE-PRO. The fiaw characterization is based on an iterative procedure using the modeling and imaging modules of ULIAS. Figure 2 illustrates the modular structure of the ULIAS software package. It shows a minimal set of ULIAS modules comprising the EFIT Modeling Module (including the Voxel Grid Generator), the FT-SAFT lmaging Module, and the UDEF Editor. The heart of the ULIAS system is the UDEF file. All modules have readfwrite access to a selected UDEF file using the so- 
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EXAMPLES AND RESULTS OF THE ULIAS SYSTEM
